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AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE
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L

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that:

A. The application for amendment by Georgia Power Company, et al.,
(the licensee) dated January 11, 1985, complies with the standards
and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
(the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations set forth
in 10 CFR Chapter I;

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, the
provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the
Commission;

C. There is reasonable assurance (1) that the activities authorized by
this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health and
safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be conducted
in compliance with the Commission's regulations;

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the
common defense and security or to the health and safety of the
public; and

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 51
of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements have
been satisfied.

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment,
and paragraph 2.C.(2) of Facf?ity Operating License No. DPR-57 is hereby
amended to read as follows:
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Technical Specifications g

' The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices
j A.and B, as revised through Amendment No. 123 are

hereby incorporated in the license. The licensee
shall operate the facility in accordance with ther

Technical Specifications.

3. This license amendment is effective as of its date of issuance and
shall be implemented within 60 days.

I

! OR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY C ISSION
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Daniel R. Muller, Director
! BWR Project Directorate #2
| Division of BWR Licensing
,

Attachment:
Changes to the Technical

Specifications'

Date of Issuance: March 4, 1986
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ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMEN 0 MENT NO.123

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE N0. DPR-57

DOCKET NO. 50-321 ss

Replace the"following pages of the Appendix "A" Technical Specifications with
the attached pages. The revised pages are identified by Amendment number and
contain vertical lines indicating the area of change.

Remove Insert

1.0 - 7 1.0 - 7
3.5 - 18 3.5 - 18
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MM. Minim 2m Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) - Mininum Critical Power Ratio
(PCPR) is the value of the critical power ratio associated with the
most limitirg assembly in the reactor core. Critical Power Ratio (CPR)
is the ratio of that power in a fuel assenbly, which is calculated to..
casse 'some point in the assembly to experience boiling transition, to
the actual assembly operating power

NN. Trip System - A trip syste seans an arrangment of instrument channel
trip signals and anxiliary oculpment reasired to initiate action to
acccmplish a protective function. A trip system may remire one or
more instrument channel trip signals related to one or more plant
parameters in order to initiate trip system action. Initiation of
protective action may remire the tripping of a single trip system or
the coincident tripping of two trip systems

00. (Deleted)

PP. Fire S2ppression Water System - A Fire alppression Water System shall
consist oft water storage tanks, punps, and distritution piping with
associated sectionalizing control or isolation valtes. a ch valses
include yard hydrant airb valves, and the first valse ahead of the
water flow alarm device on each sprinkler, hose stand pipe or spray
system riser.

A m annel Calibration is the adjustment, as00 Gannel Calibration -

necessary, of the channel astput mich that it responds with the
necessary rarge and accuracy to known values of the parameter which the
channel monitors. ne mannel Calibration shall enecmpass the entire
channel including the sensor and alarm and/or trip functions, and shall
irclude the Channel Ranctional Test. %e Gannel Calibration may be
performed by any series of seasential, oivrlapping or total channel
steps m2ch that the entire channel is calibrated.

RR. Gannel R2ctional het - A Gannel Marttional Test shall bei

a. Analog mannels - the injection of a sinulated signal into the
channel as close to the primary sensor as practicable to ivrify
operability including alarm and/or trip functions.

b. Bistable mannels - the injection of a sinulated signal into the
channel sensor to verify operability including alarm and/or trip
functions.

SS. Fraction of Limiting Power Density (FIED) -the ratio of the linear heat
generation rate (IJtGR) existing at a given lowcation to the design IJG
for the tundio type. Design IJss are 18.5 m/ft for 7x7 tundles and
13.4 W/f t for 8x8 tundles.

TT. Core Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power Density (CELPD) - the OFIED
is the highest value existing in the core of the FLPD.

Am. No. 59, 73, 123
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3.5.F.1 Nomal syste Availability (continued)

'- Specification 3.6 states the reguirments for the pressure relief " , '
function of the valves. It is possible for any nabar of the valves
assigned to the Ats to be incapable of perfeming their ADS functions
because of instroentation failures yet be funy capable of perfonaing
their pressure relief function.

Because the autmatic depressurization systen does not provide makeup to
the reactor primary vessel, no credit is taken for the steam cooling of
the core caused by the syste actuation to provide further conservatiam
to the Core Standby Cooling Systens.

Se ADS valve accmulators are sized such that, fo11 ming loss of the
ynematic supply, at least two valve actuations will be possible with
the crywell at 70% of its design pressure. 21s drywan pressure
results fra the largest break which could lead to the need for rapic
depressurization through the ADS valves. De allwable acc m ulator
leakage criterion ensures the above capability for 30 minutes fouwing
loss of the smem.atic supply.

2. Operation with Inoperable Ccraponents

With one ADS valve knwn to be incapable of autcrnatic operation six
valves retain operable to perform their AD6 fmetton. Hwever, since
the Kr5 Loss of Coolant Accident analysis for snan line breaks assmed
that all seven ADS valves were operable, reactor operation with one ADS

/ valve inoperable is only suowed to continue for seven (7) days provided
i' that the HPCI systen is deonstrated to be operable and that the

actuation logic for the (retaining) six ADS valves is deonstrated to be
operable.

G. Mini:nm core and Contaiment cooling systens Availability |

De purpose of this Specification is to assure that adequate core
cooling sguipnent is available at au times. If, for exa ple, one core
spray loop were out of service and the diesel which yonered the ofposite
core spray were out of service, only 2 RHR peps would be available.
Specification 3.9 aust also be consulted to detencine other requirenants
for the diesel generators.

nis specification establishes oceditions for the performance of major
maintenance, mad as draining of the suppression pool, ne availability
of the shutdown cooling sseysten of the RHR system and the RHR service
water systen ensure adequate supplies of reactor cooling and mergency
makeup water when the reactor is in the Cold shutacwn condition. In

aloition this specification provides that, abould major maintenance be
performed, no work will be perfoceed which could lead to draining the
meter from the reactor vessel.

~~ Amen &nent No. JW,123 3.5-18
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